Abstract: Using a one-way Monte Carlo algorithm from several different starting points, we get an approximation to the distribution of toric threefold bases that can be used in four-dimensional F-theory compactification. We separate the threefold bases into "resolvable" ones where the Weierstrass polynomials (f, g) can vanish to order (4,6) or higher on codimension-two loci and the "good" bases where these (4,6) loci are not allowed. A simple estimate suggests that the number of distinct resolvable base geometries exceeds 10 3000 , with over 10 250 "good" bases, though the actual numbers are likely much larger. We find that the good bases are concentrated at specific "end points" with special isolated values of h 1,1 that are bigger than 1,000. These end point bases give Calabi-Yau fourfolds with specific Hodge numbers mirror to elliptic fibrations over simple threefolds. The non-Higgsable gauge groups on the end point bases are almost entirely made of products of E 8 , F 4 , G 2 and SU(2). Nonetheless, we find a large class of good bases with a single non-Higgsable SU(3). Moreover, by randomly contracting the end point bases, we find many resolvable bases with h 1,1 (B) ∼ 50-200 that cannot be contracted to another smooth threefold base.
Introduction
F-theory [1] [2] [3] is a useful geometric framework that describes a large class of strongly coupled IIB superstring compactifications. The geometric data in an F-theory construction consist of a complex d-dimensional manifold B and an elliptic Calabi-Yau fibration X over B; each choice of B, X leads to a certain (10 − 2d)-dimensional low-energy physics.
A grand classification program of all the possible F-theory compactifications to R 9−2d,1 can be carried out in the following three steps:
(1) Classify up to isomorphism all the d-dimensional base manifolds B that can support an elliptic Calabi-Yau (d+1)-fold. For a large fraction of bases, the generic elliptic fibration X over B has singularities corresponding to 7-branes carrying gauge groups. These gauge groups are called non-Higgsable gauge groups [4, 5] , and are a characteristic feature of the base geometry B itself. For d = 2, the base manifolds have been almost completely classified [6] [7] [8] [9] .
(2) Classify all the topologically distinct (non-generic) elliptic fibrations over B. The Weierstrass model of an elliptic fibration X is usually singular, and can be resolved to another Calabi-Yau manifold X. We are actually interested in classifying the different X up to isomorphism. In the physics language, different fibrations correspond to different gauge groups and matter content [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . For a non-generic elliptic fibration, the geometric gauge group is always larger than the non-Higgsable gauge group on B, and the number of complex structure moduli generally decreases.
(3) Classify other non-geometric information that affects the low energy physics, such as G 4 flux [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] or T-brane structures [23] [24] [25] . The G 4 flux has especially important impact on the physics of 4D F-theory compactifications, such as producing net chirality for matter and generating the Gukov-Vafa-Witten superpotential [26] . But we will not take it into account in this paper.
In this paper, we focus on the classification of complex threefold bases, which is the foundation of this whole classification program for 4D F-theory. We restrict ourselves to the set of 3D toric bases, where we have good control on the birational transitions (blow up/down) between one base and another. The special class of bases that have the form of P 1 bundles over toric surfaces was studied in [27] ; this subset contains only ∼ 10 5 3D toric bases. A more general partial classification of toric threefold bases was done in our previous work [28] , where we performed random sequences of blow up/downs starting from the base P 3 . For technical reasons, we restricted ourselves to the set of bases connected through transitions without any intermediate codimension-two (4,6) locus, which effectively leaves out the bases with non-Higgsable E 8 s. The estimated total number of bases in this restricted set is about 10 48 . In a more recent work by Long, Halverson and Sung [29] , the more general set of toric bases allowing codimension-two (4, 6) loci is considered. a lower bound of the total number of bases from blowing up P 3 was estimated as 4/3 × 2.96 × 10 755 . However, this is also a restricted subset since they imposed fairly stringent bounds on the number and structure of allowed blow-ups to avoid overcounting using their systematic approach.
In this work, we perform a sequence of random blow ups starting from a fixed base, using a one-way version of the Monte Carlo approach in [28] . Toric codimension-two (4, 6) loci are allowed to appear on the bases in this process. We call bases with such loci "resolvable bases" in this paper. From the point of view of the elliptic Calabi-Yau fourfold, the codimension-two (4, 6) locus indicates a non-flat fibration; a Calabi-Yau resolution can generally be achieved by first blowing up the (4, 6) locus in the base and then resolving further local Kodaira singularities in the usual way. Physically, the presence of a codimension-two (4, 6) locus indicates the presence of an infinite family of massless states in the low-energy theory, and the general consequences of this for physics in 4D are not fully understood. In the context of 6D F-theory, a (4, 6) point on the base surface indicates the presence of a 6D (1,0) superconformal field theory (SCFT) [30] [31] [32] [33] , and blowing up the point in the base corresponds to taking the SCFT onto the tensor branch. We call a toric threefold generated in the blow-up process a "good base" if it has no toric codimensiontwo (4,6) locus, since no toric blow-up of the base is necessary for a maximal crepant resolution 1 .
The set of toric threefold base geometries explored in this paper and the earlier works [28, 29] can be thought of as the "skeleton" of the landscape of 4D N = 1 F-theory vacua. Specifically, there is a large but finite set of toric threefold bases that are connected to one another and to simple toric bases like P 3 by blow up and blow down transitions with a simple toric description as adding or removing rays in the toric fan. 2 This large connected moduli space forms arguably the most concrete mathematical realization so far of a systematic description of a large connected portion of the space of 4D N = 1 supergravity theories. This "skeleton" is only a coarse picture of the full space of theories; there are a variety of non-toric F-theory threefold bases possible, it has not been proven that all allowed toric threefold bases are in the connected set, and for each base geometry there can be many different elliptic Calabi-Yau fourfolds with different physics, with a potentially very large multiplicity of flux vacua for each CY fourfold, separated by a superpotential that lifts most or all moduli in the connected geometric moduli space. Nevertheless, understanding this skeleton of the full space of theories seems like a worthwhile first step in obtaining a global understanding of the space of N = 1 theories in 4D. Furthermore, the analyses mentioned above of the corresponding problem in 6D show that the roughly 65,000 "good" toric base surfaces that support elliptic Calabi-Yau threefolds for 6D F-theory compactifications indeed fit into the analogous connected set, and give a good global picture of the set of allowed Calabi-Yau threefolds, even though additional local non-toric structure and a variety of tuned elliptic fibration structures are possible on many toric bases and substantially increase the richness of the moduli space of 6D theories at a more detailed level. This suggests that in 4D as well, the connected set of toric threefold bases may serve as a good guide to the global structure of the set of vacua, and is not just a small subset of non-generic special cases.
On each independent run of the one-way Monte Carlo trajectory through the connected set of toric threefold bases, we assign a dynamic weight factor to each base in the blowup sequence. After generating a large number of independent random blow-up sequences, averaging information about the bases across runs using the dynamic weight factor can 1 There may be some (non-toric) codimension-two (4,6) loci on divisors with E8 gauge group, but these loci can be blown up without changing the non-Higgsable gauge group structure 2 The fact that this set is finite is a corollary of the more general recent results that the number of threefold base geometries and the total number of elliptic Calabi-Yau fourfold geometries are finite (up to birational equivalence), and the number of distinct sets of Hodge numbers are therefore finite [34] .
give us statistical information about the whole set of bases. From this weight factor, we estimate that the total number of distinct resolvable bases one can get from blowing up P 3 is approximately 10 1,964 , while the total number of good bases is approximately 10 253 . We observe, however, that these numbers are likely dramatically underestimated since the estimated number of bases with larger h 1,1 (B) becomes significantly smaller than 1. This underestimate appears to occur in large part because our estimations are based on assuming a graph in which all blow downs return to the starting point, which as we discuss is generally far from the case. The dominating class of good bases that we encounter are the "end point" bases, which are the end points of each sequence of blow ups. They typically have large h 1,1 (B), on the order of 10 3 -10 4 , with a number of E 8 , F 4 , G 2 and SU(2) non-Higgsable gauge group factors. These end point bases are not random; the generic elliptic CY 4-fold X over them resembles the mirror fourfold of generic elliptic CY 4-folds over simple bases, in terms of Hodge numbers. The dominance of these specific structures in the whole set of good bases appears to come at least in part from the large number of possible flops of these bases, and their robustness against a sequence of random contractions and blow ups, though there also appears to be significant multiplicity of bases with common Hodge numbers and more disparate detailed structure beyond flops.
The set of resolvable bases has fewer clear organizing principles that we have been able to detect. However, by performing multiple blow-down operations on various bases reached in the Monte Carlo runs, we find a lot of resolvable bases with h 1,1 (B) ∼ 50-200 that cannot be contracted to another smooth base, and which are neither Fano or fiber bundles. This implies that a complete survey of resolvable toric bases from blowing up starting points should include these "exotic starting points". Alternatively, as indicated by Mori theory, it may be necessary to deal more systematically with singular starting bases. As mentioned above, these exotic smooth toric starting points make an accurate estimate of the full number of bases difficult.
The structure of this paper is as follows: in Section 2, we provide the essential mathematical background on F-theory compactification and toric bases. In Section 3, the details of random blow ups and the weighting of bases is explicitly described. We present the results of the random blow ups from P 3 and other bases in Section 4. We further investigate the global structure of the set of threefold bases and explore the set of exotic starting points in Section 5. Finally, we include further discussions and conclusions in Section 6.
2 F-theory on the generic elliptic CY 4-folds over toric bases 2.1 F-theory in the non-Higgsable phase and the allowed singularities A summary of geometric techniques describing F-theory on the generic elliptic CY 4-fold over a toric base can be found in [28] . Here we only restate the essential information.
The elliptic CY 4-fold over the base manifold B with effective anticanonical line bundle −K B is described by a Weierstrass equation: where the Weierstrass polynomials f and g are holomorphic sections of line bundles
. At some loci L ⊂ B, the determinant ∆ = 4f 3 + 27g 2 vanishes. The elliptic fiber over such loci L is singular. If L is a (codimension-one) divisor, then the 7-branes over this locus may give rise to a gauge group factor in the 4D supergravity theory after compactification.
In this paper, we assume that f and g are generic sections, such that the order of vanishing of ∆ over each irreducible codimension-one locus L is minimal. Under this condition, the list of gauge groups that can arise from the codimension-one locus L is limited. We list the possible gauge groups with the associated order of vanishing of (f, g, ∆) in Table 1 .
Note that for the fiber types IV , I * 0 and IV * , the gauge group is specified by additional information encoded in the "monodromy cover polynomials" µ(ψ) [10, 12, 13] . Suppose that the divisor is given by a local equation w = 0, then for the case of type IV ,
Here, g 2 is the order w 2 term in an expansion of g around L = {w = 0}. The gauge group given by a type IV singular fiber is SU(3) if and only if g 2 is a complete square. The case of type IV * is similar, where the monodromy cover polynomial is
When g 4 is a complete square, then the corresponding gauge group is E 6 , otherwise it is F 4 . For the case of type I * 0 , the monodromy cover polynomial is
When µ(ψ) can be decomposed into three factors:
the corresponding gauge group is SO (8) . Otherwise, if it can be decomposed into two factors:
the gauge group is SO (7) . If it cannot be decomposed at all, then the gauge group is the lowest rank one: G 2 . Non-Higgsable Abelian groups arise from the Mordell-Weil group of the generic elliptic fibration, and have been shown to not appear on toric bases [39] . Hence we do not need to include them in this study.
When non-Abelian gauge groups appear, the Weierstrass form (2.1) is singular. In the conventional F-theory/M-theory duality, the singular fourfold X sing should be resolved to a smooth one X sm , on which M-theory compactifies. In the M-theory picture with one lower dimension, this corresponds to giving a v.e.v. to the scalar in the 3D N = 2 vector multiplet and entering the Coulomb branch. When (f, g, ∆) vanishes to order (4, 6, 12) or higher over a codimension-one locus, such a resolution does not exist and the F-theory geometry does not describe a supersymmetric vacua. On the other hand, there are three types of singularities that are not entirely bad:
• Codimension-two (4,6) loci. When (f, g, ∆) vanish to order (4, 6, 12) or higher over one or more codimension-two loci on B, we can try to blow up these loci and lower the degree of vanishing of (f, g) to be less than (4, 6) . If this blow-up procedure can be done without introducing a codimensionone (4,6) locus in the process, then we call this base B a "resolvable base". In fact, the numbers h 0 (O(−4K)) and h 0 (O(−6K)) are unchanged after this resolution process. Suppose that the codimension-two locus can be described by local equations s = t = 0. Then f and g can be written as
where p labels different monomials and f i (p), g i (p) are natural numbers. We know that ∀p,
Hence after we blow up s = t = 0, none of the polynomials in f and g are removed.
In 6D F-theory, the existence of such a codimension-two (4,6) locus signifies an SCFT sector coupled to gravity. On the tensor branch where this locus is blown up, the D3 brane wrapping the exceptional 2-cycle on the base gives a massive string in the 6D F-theory. Going back to the limit where this exceptional 2-cycle is shrunk to zero volume, this object will become a tensionless string, giving an infinite tower of massless states.
In 4D F-theory, the correspondence between such codimension-two (4,6) loci and the 4D N = 1 SCFT is not as clear. However, analogously there can be a D5 brane wrapping the exceptional 4-cycle after the blow up. Hence in the limit where this exceptional 4-cycle is shrunk to zero volume, we will have a tensionless string when we attempt to directly compactify F-theory over the base with a codimension-two (4,6) locus. The physical consequences of the resulting infinite tower of massless string modes coupled to gravity is not clearly understood in general 4D situations of this type.
Note that sometimes we have codimension-two (4,6) singularities with no gauge group involved, for example:
where the coefficients a 0 , a 1 , b 0 , b 1 , . . . are generic functions of u and there may be other higher order terms in s and t. Since there is no gauge group on s = 0 or t = 0, we cannot enter the Coulomb branch in the 3D M-theory picture. However, we are free to blow up the base locus s = t = 0 without changing the complex structure moduli of the Calabi-Yau fourfold. After this blow up, the singular locus x = y = s = t vanishes and we have a smooth Calabi-Yau fourfold.
• Terminal singularities on the Calabi-Yau fourfold. Sometimes there are non-resolvable singularities on the CY 4-fold that cannot be resolved to a smooth Calabi-Yau geometry, but which have nothing to do with a (4, 6) singularity. For example, we can write a Weierstrass equation in the following form using local coordinates (s, t, u):
where the coefficients a 0 , a 1 , b 0 , b 1 , b 2 are generic functions of u. Then there will be a singularity over the locus x = y = s = t = 0. We cannot resolve this singularity without changing the canonical class of the CY 4-fold. This type of terminal singularity appears generically in the complex structure moduli space for many bases, but we treat these singularities as acceptable ones. Singularities of this type were encountered in a large fraction of the toric threefold bases found in our earlier Monte Carlo analysis [28] . In a recent paper on elliptic CY 3-folds [35] , these terminal singularities are shown to correspond to a finite number of neutral chiral matter fields. The impact of these terminal singularities in a CY 4-fold is not yet well-understood.
• Codimension-three (4,6) locus It is also a common feature that f and g vanish to order (4,6) or higher over a codimension-three locus in the base [36, 28] . This may lead to a non-flat fibration in the resolution process if there is only one gauge group involved, see Table 1 in [37, 38] . For example, if there is an E 7 gauge group on s = 0:
then there is a codimension-three (4,6) locus at a 0 = b 0 = s = 0, which leads to a non-flat fiber at this point [37] . There are also other types of codimension-three (4,6) loci giving rise to non-resolvable singularities, such as the following SU(2)×G 2 model:
where b 0 is a function of u. After the crepant resolutions (x, y, s; ξ 0 ), (x, y, t; η 0 ) and (y, η 0 ; η 1 ) ((x, y, s; ξ 0 ) means blowing up x = y = s = 0 to get an exceptional divisor ξ 0 = 0), we get
This is still singular at the codimension-3 locus y = b 0 = (x 2 + s 2 t 2 )x = ξ 0 = 0, which cannot be resolved crepantly since there is no gauge group on the base locus b 0 = 0. There is no way to resolve the singular Calabi-Yau fourfold by blowing up the base at a point unless f and g vanish to order (8, 12) or higher. Hence we treat such codimension-three (4,6) loci in an equal way to the terminal singularities, and we keep the bases with them as good bases. A clearer classification of codimension-three (4,6) loci and their physical consequences should be done in further research.
In this paper, we are mainly generating resolvable bases and its small subset: the "good bases" without a codimension-two (4,6) locus. Terminal singularities are generally accepted, and the good bases we generated in this paper never possess any codimensionthree locus where f and g vanish to (8, 12) or higher. (This is an empirical observation from the limited set of runs described here; we are not aware of any reason that such loci cannot arise in principle.) Hence we do not worry about codimension-three loci in the later sections.
Toric bases
We use the following notation for the data of the (smooth, compact) toric base:
• v i (i = 1, . . . , h 1,1 (B) + 3): 3D vectors denoting the 1D rays in the fan of the toric base. Note that the total number of these vectors is always equal to h 1,1 (B) + 3.
• D i : The divisor corresponding to the ray v i , which is described by the local equation
• {σ}: The set of 3D cones in the fan of the toric base. Because the bases are smooth and compact, each cone σ has unit volume, and the total number of 3D cones is always equal to 2h 1,1 (B) + 2.
For toric threefold bases, the set of Weierstrass monomials is a set of lattice points in 14) where v i are the 1D rays in the fan of the toric base. The order of vanishing of f and g on a toric divisor D i corresponding to a ray v i is
We can also write down the order of vanishing of f , g and ∆ on a toric curve
Hence the set of Weierstrass monomials of a blown up base is always a subset of the old one, because a new ray is added into the fan after the blow up. We can blow up a toric curve D i D j by adding a new ray v = v i + v j , which removes monomials in F, G with u, v < 4, 6. Or we can blow up a toric point D i D j D k by adding a new ray v = v i + v j + v k and similarly removing monomials. As we have discussed earlier, if a curve
is blown up, then the sets of Weierstrass monomials will not change. To check whether the new base is resolvable or not after a blow-up, one needs to look at the structure of the lattice polytope G. If the origin (0, 0, 0) does not lie on the boundary of the lattice polytope G, then after the resolution process where all the (4,6) curves are blown up, there will not be a codimension-one (4,6) locus on any divisor. This follows because if there exists such a divisor corresponding to the ray v, then all the points u ∈ G satisfying u, v < 0 will vanish and the origin (0, 0, 0) lies on the boundary plane u, v = 0 of G.
In summary, one only needs to check whether (0, 0, 0) lies on the boundary of G or not to see whether a base is non-resolvable or resolvable.
We can estimate the Hodge numbers h 1,1 and h 3,1 of the generic elliptic fourfold X over a good base B using the toric data and the monomials in f and g. For h 1,1 (X), we use the Shioda-Tate-Wazir formula:
where G is the non-Abelian gauge group on B. N (blp) is the number of additional blow ups to resolve the (non-toric) codimension-two (4,6) locus on divisors with E 8 gauge groups. If this codimension-two (4,6) locus is irreducible, then it contributes 1 to N (blp). If it is reducible, then its contribution to N (blp) is the number of irreducible components. For the Hodge number h 3,1 (X), we use an approximate Batyrev type formula [28] :
Here ∆ * is the convex hull of {v i } and ∆ is the dual polytope of ∆ * , defined to be
The symbol Θ denotes 2d faces of ∆. Θ i and Θ * i denote the 1d edges of the polytopes ∆ and ∆ * . l (·) counts the number of integral interior points on a face.
3 A one-way Monte Carlo approach to blowing up toric base threefolds
The old approach
In [28] , we performed a random walk starting from the base P 3 . In that original algorithm, at each step we do a random blow up or blow down with equal probability for each choice. We never allow a base with codimension-one or codimension-two (4,6) locus in the process. This effectively excludes the bases with non-Higgsable E 8 factors, because they can only be achieved by passing through bases with codimension-two (4,6) loci on the divisors containing E 8 . The information such as Hodge numbers (h 1,1 of the base, h 1,1 and h 3,1 of the generic elliptic fourfold over the base) and gauge groups were tracked for each base over a number of independent runs of this algorithm. After about 10,000 steps in each run, it turns out that we entered a region with Hodge numbers in a certain range and characteristic gauge groups. In total, we gathered the information of 100,000 bases in this random walk for each run. We ran this process 100 different times and averaged the data among the runs, providing a general distribution of data for Hodge numbers, gauge groups and possible matter curves. We estimated the total number of bases to be around 10 48 , using the "bounded random walk" approach. For example, if we want to know the number of bases with h 1,1 (B) = 7, we can do a random walk with limit h 1,1 (B) ≤ 7. We compute the ratio of the number of bases with h 1,1 (B) = 7 to the number of bases with h 1,1 (B) = 2: N (7)/N (2). Then because we know that the number of bases with h 1,1 (B) = 2 that is connected to P 3 is 27, we can estimate the number of bases with h 1,1 (B) to be 27 · N (7)/N (2). Similarly we can repeat the process with higher and higher upper bound on h 1,1 (B). (This estimation needs to be done in this incremental bounded fashion, since the unbounded random walk rapidly moves to larger h 1,1 and never returns to the smaller values for which the explicit enumeration is known.)
There are two drawbacks of this approach. First, the set of bases we generated is incomplete, since a lot of allowed bases can only be generated by going through bases with codimension-two (4,6) loci and are not reached by this algorithm. As a 2D example, the base that leads to the self-mirror elliptic Calabi-Yau threefold with h 1,1 = h 2,1 = 251 can only be generated by blowing up the Hirzebruch surface F 12 through these kind of codimension-two (4, 6) regions [6, 7] . Specifically, we expect that a lot of F-theory bases will give rise to non-Higgsable E 8 gauge groups, and these are not included in the old Monte Carlo runs. Second, the graph with these 10 48 bases has low connectivity, so that each run appears to "thermalize" in a local region of the landscape. For example, it happened that in some particular runs, most of the 100,000 gauge groups have some special characteristic gauge group such as SO (8) or E 7 that cannot be seen from most other runs. This fact indicates that the random walks do not necessarily capture the global average features of the whole graph, and that the 100,000 steps in each run may be an inefficient way to estimate global averages over the full landscape.
Similar to the 2D toric approach, we want to cover as many as good bases as we can. As discussed above, "good" here means that the generic fibration over the base has no (4,6) locus on toric curves. There may be (4,6) loci on (non-toric) curves on a divisor with E 8 , similar to the cases with (−9/ − 10/ − 11)-curves on the 2D toric bases. They are allowed since we can get a base without these (4,6) loci by simply blowing up these loci. The gauge group on the divisor remains E 8 , which is not affected by the process. Hence we want to run a Monte Carlo program that is allowed to pass through these threefold bases with toric codimension-two (4,6) loci that are resolvable into good bases. Then we wish to estimate the number of these resolvable bases and the number of good bases, and to determine the generic features of bases in this ensemble. The old random walk approach will not work, because the number of good bases is negligible compared to the vast number of resolvable bases, so the possibility of finding a good base in a random walk is almost zero. 
3.2
The new random blow up algorithm
The algorithm
In this paper, we try a different Monte Carlo approach. We start from a base, say a 1 = P 3 , and then randomly generate a blow-up sequence from it, giving bases a 2 , a 3 , . . ..
Resolvable codimension-two singularities are allowed throughout the process, including (4,6) singularities on toric curves and on curves on E 8 divisors. The numbers of possible ways of blowing up and down from a base a i are recorded, and are called N out (a i ) and N in (a i ). These numbers are relatively easy to compute. The number of possible blow-downs N in is easier to compute than the number of blow ups, because from the definition of resolvable bases, any smooth blow down of a resolvable base gives another resolvable base. The number of blow-ups N out (a i ) can be evaluated by checking for each possible blow up of toric curves and points whether the point (0, 0, 0) is on the boundary of the set of monomials in G, as discussed above. In the counting of N out (a i ) and N in (a i ), we only count the number of toric bases up to an SL(3, Z) transformation on the toric fan. Note that in the older work [28] , we introduced a "symmetry factor" to correctly count the non-isomorphic bases (see Section 2.6). But here we explicitly construct the bases after each possible blow-up/down and compare them 3 . At each step in the blow-up process, we pick one of the N out possible blow ups, choosing each with equal probability 1/N out . After some finite number of blow ups, this sequence terminates at an "end point" where there is no possible blow up to another resolvable 3 In the actual program, we only check the isomorphism among the bases after blow up/downs for the base with h 1,1 < 10, since an isomorphism between the resulting bases is nearly impossible to occur for a general base with h 1,1 ≥ 10. This fact was already verifed in [28] , where we checked that the symmetry factor for a base with h 1,1 ≥ 10 is essentially always equal to one. In principle, a symmetry factor can also be used in the current approach, which would give equivalent results, but would similarly become irrelevant as soon as h 1,1 gets larger than 10 or so.
base. This end point has to be good from definition, and not just resolvable, because there cannot be any toric (4,6) curve to be blown up; otherwise we can always blow up this toric (4,6) curve to get a base with exactly the same sets F, G. As discussed in the introduction, we know that this procedure must in principle terminate as the number of toric threefold bases is finite; in practice it generally terminates after somewhere between 3000 and 13000 blow ups.
Weighting factors
To correctly take into account the unequal possibilities of entering each branch, we introduce a dynamic weight for each node a n from the path p = a 1 → a 2 → · · · → a n :
We call the subscript i of node a i the "layer number" of a i . We claim that (3.1) gives the correct weight of each node such that the weighted possibility of getting each node a n sums up to 1, under the assumption that the whole graph can be scanned by moving up from one initial node a 1 . We prove this by induction. Assume that this holds for all the nodes with layer number less than or equal to k − 1, so that
for all the nodes a k−1 with layer number k − 1. Here the sum is over all the paths leading to the node a k−1 , and P(p → a k−1 ) is the probability of this path. Now suppose that a node a k with layer number k has m k nodes a k−1,1 , a k−1,2 , . . . , a k−1,m k linked to it. Then the sum
Here we used the fact that
The identity (3.2) simply holds for k − 1 = 1, which completes the proof.
From the dynamical weight factor, we can estimate the average of quantities across the graph. For a given property f (a k ) of a node in the graph, such as the number of outgoing edges, we can determine the total of f across all nodes at level k as
which can be estimated by simply averaging f (a k )D(k) across a large number of one-way Monte Carlo runs from the initial node a 1 to level k.
In particular, we can directly estimate the number of nodes at level k in the graph as 5) where N (p) is the total number of sampling branches and D(p → k) is the weight factor when a branch p reaches the layer k. If a branch never reaches layer k then we take
We can estimate the average of a quantity f (k) across all nodes a k at level k by dividing the total by the number of nodes
This gives an alternative expression relating the total number of nodes in layer k to the total number of nodes in layer k − 1,
Following through the definitions shows that this estimate is precisely equivalent to (3.5), even for a finite number of samples N (p). Finally, we can compute the number of good bases N good (k) out of the resolvable bases, simply by multiplying the relative weight factor on N nodes (k):
To estimate this quantity with a finite set of runs, we can simply use (3.5), where trajectories that do not reach a good base at level k contribute 0, i.e. simply averaging the sampled value of D(k) over the good bases at that level and multiplying by the fraction of trajectories that reach a good base at level k.
Systematic issues with estimating the number of bases
There are several reasons that the methodology described so far leads to a systematic underestimate of the number of bases. One key issue is that we have assumed in the analysis above that for each base a k that is reached from a sequence of blow ups from the starting point a 1 , every acceptable blow-down of a k can also be reached by a sequence of Nin of the right node in the second layer should be 1 instead of 2, if we are interested in computing averages across the tree of nodes accessible from only the left starting point.
blow ups from a 1 . A problem arises, however, when the graph is like the one shown in Figure 2 . If there are side branches entering the tree, the estimated number of nodes will be lower than the correct one, since the measured N in (k) will be higher than its correct value when considering only blow-ups of a 1 .
Because we are counting the number of bases one can get from blowing up the starting point, one should only count the N in (a k ) of a node for the blown down bases b k−1 of a k that can be contracted to the starting point by a sequence of blow downs. This new N in (a k ) is always smaller or equal than N in (a k ). The discrepancy between N in (a k ) and N in (a k ) depends upon both the number of possible other starting point bases (bases that do not admit a smooth blow down) that connect to the graph after blowing up, and also upon the degree of connectivity of the graph. If the total number of possible starting points is order one, or much smaller than the total number of bases -as it is in six dimensions, where only the Hirzebruch surfaces and P 2 are minimal starting points -then the estimation of the total number of bases in the ensemble should be reasonably accurate for one or more of the starting point bases. If, however, the number of minimally contracted bases is very large, this can lead to a dramatic underestimate of the total number of bases using this algorithm. Even if the number of possible starting bases is large, however, it only causes a significant problem with counting if a large fraction of the incoming edges to the nodes a k reached from blowing up a 1 lead only to other starting points besides a 1 .
Focusing on the latter issue of connectivity, we can try to make a simple estimate of N in (a k ) by checking for each possible blow down whether the contracted ray is one of the rays on the starting point base or not. If it is not one of them, then we can add it into an estimated valueÑ in (a k ), but otherwise we do not. The motivation for dropping these contractable rays is that if we contract one of the rays on the starting point, then in general the base may no longer contain a set of rays that are linearly equivalent to the set of rays on the starting point by an SL(3, Z) transformation. It is possible, however, that after we contract a ray that corresponds to a ray on the starting point, there may still exist another configuration of the starting base somewhere else to which the base may be contracted. Hence this estimatedÑ in (a k ) may be smaller than the actual value N in (a k ). On the other hand, there can also be bases that still include the rays of the starting point base a 1 but cannot be contracted to a 1 for other reasons; these will causeÑ in to overestimate N in . As we see in the next section, the distinction between N in andÑ in amounts to a fairly minor difference in numerical results in the one-way Monte Carlo computations, so this crude estimation does not detect any significant under or overcounting due to a misestimation of N in . On the other hand, as we discuss in more detail in Section 5, it seems that there are many other starting point bases possible at large h 1,1 (B) that are "dead ends" reached when we blow down along random incoming edges of the N in possibilities for a k , so that both N in andÑ in are likely substantially over estimating the correct value N in that would need to be used to correctly determine the number of nodes in the graph.
Finally, there is one further issue in this one-way Monte Carlo approach that results in a smaller estimation of the total number of bases, even if there are no additional starting points possible or additional edges entering the tree. While in principle the estimate (3.5) gives an accurate estimate of the number of nodes when carried out over many runs of the one-way Monte Carlo, this estimate may only be accurate when enough runs are done to completely explore the set of possibilities, which is practically impossible as the number of trajectories through the graph grows exponentially in k. In practice, the most probable branches of the blow-up tree that we enter are the ones with small weight factors, which lead to a small estimated number of N nodes and N good . As an example, consider the red branch shown in Figure 3 . If we only do one random blow up sequence through this graph, then we have a 60% possibility to enter this branch or the other two branches besides it. Applying (3.7) repeatedly along this path, we get that the estimation of the number of nodes in the top layer is given by the weight factor D = 5/27 rather than 1. Thus, most of the time a random blow-up algorithm on this graph would give an expected number of nodes of < 0.2 at the top level. This is compensated by low-probability paths with large weight; for example, the path along the left side of the graph has probability 0.1 but gives a weight factor D = 10/3. While indeed one can check that the expectation value over all paths in this graph is indeed D = 1, in a larger graph, such as one composed of many iterated copies of this graph, the distribution of D values becomes highly asymmetric, and typical paths will give much lower values of D than the idealized average. For graphs with a simple regular structure, such as an iterated version of the graph in Figure 3 , this systematic underestimate can be compensated for by observing that the distribution of D's takes a lognormal form. An example of how this can be corrected for in the case of a simple toy model is worked out in detail in Appendix A. Because the graph of connected threefold toric bases that we are exploring does not have a simple regular structure, it is unclear to what extent we can systematically compensate for this effect, but as we discuss in the following section this may be possible at least for local perturbations around a given trajectory.
To summarize the situation, there are several reasons why the approximation methods described in the previous subsection can give a systematic underestimate of the total number of nodes that can be reached by sequential blow-ups of a given toric threefold base a 1 . We have not identified a clear and simple way of accurately compensating for the systematic underestimates just described, so the results presented here should be taken as lower bounds, with a more accurate estimation requiring an improved methodology for dealing with incoming branches such as in Figure 2 or the effect of more likely branches as in Figure 3 . We will discuss this issue further in Section 4.4 in the context of the experimental data.
Results

Blowing up P 3
We have done 2,000 random blow up sequences starting from P 3 . We ploth 3,1 (X) of a generic elliptic fourfold over the base B (see (2.18)) for some example blow up sequences as a function of h 1,1 (B) in Figure 4 . As we can see, the number of Weierstrass moduli quickly drops to a very small number after about 50 blow ups. The sequences terminate after somewhere between 3,000 and 13,000 individual blow ups. We summarize the results of this numerical experiment, beginning with the set of good bases encountered and then addressing the estimation of the number of nodes in the full graph using the methods described in the previous section.
Good bases and end points
In the first 20 steps of the blow-up trajectory, many of the sequences encounter "good" bases without codimension-two (4, 6) loci. After this, all the sequences developed codimensiontwo (4, 6) toric curves, which continue to dominate the base geometry until the process converges at a terminal "end point" base that cannot be blown up further, which as discussed above is always "good". An interesting feature of the results of this computation is that the Hodge numbers of the good end point bases appear to be clustered at certain specific isolated values, with some geometric significance.
We list the unweighted number of good bases n good encountered among the 2,000 runs at each level k, with h 1,1 (B) = k, in Table 2 . This gives some estimation of the probability of finding a specific end point base from a random sequence. For those values with h 1,1 (B) < 20, the good bases encountered arise near the beginning of the blowup sequence, and these are never terminal end point bases. The number of good bases decreases when h 1,1 (B) increases, since codimension-two (4,6) loci appear during the blow up process. The remaining good bases arise as end points. These have very large h 1,1 (B) and are concentrated at sporadic values of h 1,1 (B).
One can see from Table 2 that for bases with h 1,1 (B) ≤ 3, all bases are good. Indeed an explicit analysis by hand shows that only blowing up two points or curves is insufficient to generate a codimension-two (4, 6) locus. 4 As h 1,1 (B) increases above k = 3, the number of good bases among the 2,000 runs decreases quickly, because there are an increasing number of ways to generate bases with codimension-two (4,6) loci after a number of blow ups.
The other set of good bases encountered in the runs is the set of scattered end points with h 1,1 (B) > 1, 000, whose number indeed adds up to 2,000, as one can check explicitly. While some h 1,1 (B) only arise as the end points of one or a few runs, there are sharp spikes in the distribution associated with particular values that arise frequently; of the 2,000 runs, the number of distinct values of h 1,1 (B) at the endpoint is only 89. It is interesting to study the structures of the bases at the most prominent spikes, for example h 1,1 (B) = 1943, 2249, 2303 and 2591, each of which arises for roughly 10% or more of the blow-up trajectories. It turns out that for all the end point bases we found with each specific value of h 1,1 (B), the non-Higgsable gauge group contents are the same. For h 1,1 (B) = 1943, 2249, 2303 and 2591, the gauge groups are
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(4.1) While the non-Higgsable gauge groups appear to be quite uniform across end points with common h 1,1 (B) , the non-Higgsable cluster structures on the bases with the same h 1,1 (B) are very different; this can be easily checked by looking at the different total number of non-Higgsable clusters and their different sizes. These bases also can have different convex hulls of the fan, hence they are not always related by a series of flops.
A potentially very interesting finding is that the Hodge numbers of the elliptic CalabiYau fourfolds associated with end point bases at large h 1,1 (X) seem to give the mirror Hodge numbers to those of various generic elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau fourfolds over bases with small h 1,1 (B). For example, some of the bases with h 1,1 (B) = 2303 give h 1,1 (X) = 3878 and h 3,1 (X) = 2. Since a generic elliptic fibration over P 3 gives an X with h 1,1 (X) = 2 and h 3,1 (X) = 3878, these look exactly like mirror Calabi-Yau fourfold pairs 5 . There are also other bases with h 1,1 (B) = 2303 that give h 1,1 (X) = 3877 and h 3,1 (X) = 4. They are also included in the dataset of Calabi-Yau fourfolds constructed as hypersurfaces in weighted projective space using reflexive polytopes [42] . For the bases with h 1,1 (B) = 1943, the generic elliptic Calabi-Yau fourfold has h 1,1 (X) = 3277 and h 3,1 (X) = 3, which exactly looks like the dual of a generic elliptic fibration over the generalized Hirzebruch threefoldF 0 , which is P 1 × P 2 . We list many of these interesting cases in Table 3 . In this table, the generalized Hirzebruch threefoldF n is a P 1 bundle over P 2 with total twist n. In toric language, the 1D rays in the fan are 
Note that in other cases the end point bases support elliptic Calabi-Yau fourfolds that seem to be dual to other Calabi-Yau fourfolds with small h 1,1 (X) but that are not elliptically fibered. For example, the bases with h 1,1 (B) = 2249 give Calabi-Yau fourfolds with h 1,1 (X) = 3786 and h 3,1 (X) = 2, which is also in the database [42] , but there is no other threefold base besides P 3 with h 1,1 (B) = 1, so there are no other elliptic Calabi-Yau fourfolds with h 1,1 (X) = 2 besides the generic elliptic fibration over P 3 , and the dual Calabi-Yau in this case it seems is not a simple elliptic fibration.
It is hard to directly prove that these Calabi-Yau fourfolds with large h 1,1 are actually the mirrors of the Calabi-Yau fourfolds with small h 1,1 and large h 3,1 , because the CalabiYau fourfolds over specific threefold bases with large h 1,1 are generally hard to realize explicitly as hypersurfaces in reflexive polytopes. It is natural that the Calabi-Yau fourfolds with the same Hodge numbers could be isomorphic to each other. But it is still an open question how to check this isomorphism. Table 3 . A list of end point bases with the feature that the generic elliptic fibration over the base gives a
Calabi-Yau fourfold with interesting Hodge numbers. In these cases the fourfolds seem to form mirror pairs with generic elliptic Calabi-Yau fourfolds over simple "mirror bases" with small h 1,1 (B). The h 1,1 (B) listed in the first column means the h 1,1 (B) of the toric base before the codimension-two (4,6) loci on divisors with E8 are blown up.
Approximating the total number of resolvable and good bases
Given the results of the 2,000 one-way Monte Carlo runs starting from P 3 , we can try to estimate the total number of resolvable and good bases that can be reached as blow-ups of P 3 using (3.1), (3.5) and (3.8).
For each run of the one-way Monte Carlo, the dynamic weight D(n) given by (3.1) gives an estimate of the total number of accessible nodes at level n. We can write this as
To get a sense of the overall shape of the graph, we plot in Figure 5 the value of
at each layer k for three specific random sequences, which end at h 1,1 = 4373, 3498 and 2249 respectively. Note that
One can see that for each run there is a specific value k = k where log 10 (d k ) changes sign. That location of k will correspond to the maximal value of the weight factor D(k ) along a particular trajectory through the graph, which varies with the trajectory. For small k, the weight factor from (4.2) will grow roughly exponentially, until as k reaches k on a given trajectory the weight factor peaks and begins to go down. 
for each node a k in each layer k for three random blow-up sequences, whose end points are h 1,1 (B) = 4373, 3498 and 2249 respectively.
Combining the different runs, we can compute the average value of D(n) at each n using (3.5), which gives the expected number of resolvable bases, and the number of good bases can be estimated as discussed following equation (3.8) by using (3.5) with a 0 contribution to D for any trajectory that does not reach a good base at level n. We plot the logarithm of the estimated number of resolvable bases and good bases in Figure 6 and Figure 7 respectively. As one may expect, the number of resolvable bases varies smoothly. As we have discussed above, however, the distribution of good bases consists of spikes. Because the weight factor has a large exponent, and as seen in Figure 5 the k-dependence of d k varies fairly widely between runs, the distribution of resolvable bases is dominated by the trajectory with the largest value of k * , while the distribution of good bases is a sum from the spikes of the different end point bases.
We can see from the figure that when h 1,1 (B) > 5, 000, the estimated number of good bases with that h 1,1 (B) is significantly smaller than 1, even though we found some good end point bases with much larger values of h 1,1 (B). Moreover, the estimated number of resolvable bases is smaller than 1 at h 1,1 (B) > 11, 000. For example, for the base with biggest h 1,1 (B) = 12, 631, the total number of bases is estimated as 2.2 × 10 −2474 . This fact verifies that we have indeed underestimated the total number of bases by a large exponential factor. Typically there are ∼ 10 3 incoming edges for the bases near the end points but only a few outgoing edges, hence the situation is more extreme than Figure 3 shows.
Using the uncorrected N in (a k ) in (3.1), the estimated total number of resolvable bases is equal to 3.5 × 10 1964 and the estimated number of good bases equals to 3.0 × 10 253 . If we use the corrected estimationÑ in (a k ) as discussed in Section 3.2.3, then the total number of resolvable bases is again estimated at to 3.5 × 10 1964 and the number of good bases is estimated at 9.1 × 10 253 . Hence from the experimental results, it seems that the different definition betweenÑ in (a k ) and N in (a k ) does not much affect the estimation, so this mechanism does not capture the source of the underestimation. We discuss the reasons for the underestimation and possible corrections further in Section 4.4. Note that even with the underestimation error, it is clear that the set of resolvable bases that can be constructed through this approach is significantly larger than the 10 755 bases found in [29] . We can relate these computations in terms of the possible "heights" of divisors h(D i ) used in that paper. We assign a number 1 to each divisor on the starting point P 3 . Whenever we blow up a 3D cone
to the exceptional divisor. Similarly, if we blow up a 2D cone D i D j , we assign a number h(E) = h(D i ) + h(D j ) to the exceptional divisor. In [29] they use a sufficient criterion that the height of any divisor on a base cannot exceed 6 in order to avoid codimension-one (4,6) loci. However, in our Monte Carlo algorithm, the typical maximal height of a divisor on an end point ranges from 50-350, which drastically exceeds the limit 6.
Blowing up other starting points with small h 1,1 (B)
To cross-check the results in the previous section, we have also looked at blow-up trajectories from other starting point bases with small h 1,1 (B).
Two other starting bases we have tried are the generalized Hirzebruch threefoldF 2 with h 1,1 (B) = 2 and a simple product space P 1 × P 1 × P 1 with h 1,1 (B) = 3. Similar to P 3 , these bases do not have non-Higgsable gauge groups. After 1,000 random blow up sequences starting fromF 2 , we found a larger fraction of end point bases with large h 1,1 (B) than when starting from P 3 . ForF 2 , 1% of end points have h 1,1 (B) > 10, 000, while this percentage is 0.3% from the starting point P 3 . The largest h 1,1 (B) we got is 20,341, and the non-Higgsable gauge group on the resulting good endpoint base is E 290 8 ×F 850 4 ×G 2261 2 × SU (2) 3383 . We estimate the total number of resolvable bases fromF 2 at 1.24 × 10 3046 while the total number of good bases is estimated at 1.10 × 10 254 , using weight factors with N in (a k ). On the other hand, after 1,000 random blow up sequences from P 1 × P 1 × P 1 , the total number of resolvable bases is estimated to be 1.43 × 10 1811 and the total number of good bases is estimated to be 1.80 × 10 271 .
We plot the distribution of resolvable bases and good bases from the three starting points in Figures 8 and 9 respectively.
Many peaks in Figure 9 indeed overlap between starting points; for example, the total number of good bases with h 1,1 (B) = 2249, 2303, 2591, 2961 and 2999 for the starting points (P 3 ,F 2 ,P 1 × P 1 × P 1 ) are on the order of (10 254 , 10 208 , 10 271 ), (10 211 , 10 236 , 10 243 ), (10 241 , 10 161 , 10 232 ), (10 179 , 10 254 , 10 −227 ) and (10 180 , 10 152 , 10 167 ) respectively. The highest peaks from the starting points (P 3 ,F 2 ,P 1 × P 1 × P 1 ) locate at h 1,1 (B) = (2249, 2961, 2249) respectively. Because of the big exponential error on these estimations, we cannot fix the exact peak in the distribution of good bases, and these numbers are clearly not very accurate estimates. We discuss some related issues further in Section 5 Similar to the runs from P 3 , the total number of bases with large h 1,1 (B) seems to be hugely underestimated. Starting fromF 2 , we get an extremely small estimation 6 × 10 −4221 for the number of bases with h 1,1 (B) = 20, 341. Starting from P 1 × P 1 × P 1 , we find that the total number of bases with h 1,1 (B) = 12, 631 is estimated at 5 × 10 −2454 . Since in both F2 and
cases the actual number must be at least 1, we may roughly expect that the error in the exponent grows linearly with k, so that the true number of bases may be closer to 10 6000 than the underestimate 10 3000 , though more careful analysis would be needed to nail down this number more precisely.
As another starting point with somewhat different structure, we have also tried blowing up starting with the generalized Hirzebruch threefoldF 12 , which has h 1,1 (B) = 2 and a non-Higgsable gauge group E 7 . Despite the existence of an E 7 , the Weierstrass model does not suffer from the problem of codimension-three (4,6) loci and non-flat fibration described in Section 2, because the coefficient b 0 in (2.10) cannot vanish. After 100 random blow up sequences, the total number of resolvable bases is estimated as 1.77 × 10 2130 while the total number of good bases is estimated as 2.02 × 10 7 .
The distribution of h 1,1 (B) among the 100 runs starting fromF 12 has a greater preference towards large h 1,1 (B) than the other starting points we have investigated. 17% of end point bases have h 1,1 (B) > 10, 000, and the largest h 1,1 (B) we found is 33, 021. Nonetheless, we can still find 1 base with h 1,1 (B) = 2249, 4 bases with h 1,1 (B) = 2303 and 8 bases with h 1,1 (B) = 2591, which are common bases in Table 2 . Another interesting phenomenon is that none of the end point bases has an E 7 gauge group factor. The divisor possessing an E 7 gauge group at the starting point always has an E 8 at the end point instead.
Blowing up the base B max that gives rise to the elliptic CY fourfold M max
with the largest h 3,1
In [43] , we explicitly constructed the base B max such that the generic elliptic CY fourfold M max over it has the largest h 3,1 : (h 1,1 , h 3,1 ) = (252, 303148). This is the largest value of h 3,1 known for any Calabi-Yau fourfold, elliptic or not. As argued in [43] , we believe this should be the largest possible value for any elliptic Calabi-Yau fourfold, but unlike the analogous maximum value of h 2,1 (X 3 ) = 491 for elliptic Calabi-Yau threefolds [7] , we do not have a rigorous proof of the upper bound for fourfolds. The base B max is constructed as a B 2 bundle over P 1 , where B 2 is a toric surface characterized by a closed cycle of toric curves with self-intersections 0, +6, -12//-11//-12//-12//-12//-12//-12//-12//-12, where // denotes the "E 8 chain" of self-intersections −1, −2, −2, −3, −1, −5, −1, −3, −2, −2, −1. The generic elliptic CY threefold over B 2 is a self-mirror CY3 with Hodge numbers (251, 251) [6, 7] . The toric rays w i on B 2 can be choosen to be We performed 100 random blow up sequences from B max , getting 100 endpoints with h 1,1 (B) = 2636 − 16103. The total number of resolvable bases is estimated at 1.14 × 10 520 while the total number of good bases is 4.3 × 10 4 , which is an extremely small number. This is a common feature of this Monte Carlo approach when one starts from bases with large non-Higgsable gauge groups, and we can conclude that the number of bases we can get by blowing up bases with larger h 1,1 (B) is significantly smaller than the number of bases we can get by blowing up P 3 . This matches with what we expect from the case of base surfaces where the complete set of toric bases is known.
It is notable that although the structure of B max looks completely different from P 3 , 42% of the end point bases we get from blowing up B max have h 1,1 (B) that can be found in Table 2 . For example, 7% of bases have h 1,1 (B) = 7909 and 5% of bases have h 1,1 (B) = 8980. This implies that the end point bases from different starting points have a large overlap, and the ensemble of bases we get from blowing up P 3 may be a decent 0th order approximation to the total set of 3D toric bases.
Another interesting challenge is to find a blow-up sequence to explicitly generate the base B with the largest value of h 1,1 (B), which gives rise to the elliptic fourfold X with the largest h 1,1 (X). In the lower dimensional (base surface) case, we know that the generic elliptic Calabi-Yau threefold over F 12 has Hodge numbers (h 1,1 , h 2,1 ) = (11, 491). If one blows it up, the "end point" bases include one with h 1,1 (B) = 174, which gives rise to the Calabi-Yau threefold with (h 1,1 , h 2,1 ) = (491, 11). These two Calabi-Yau threefolds are the currently known (irreducible) Calabi-Yau threefolds with the largest h 2,1 and h 1,1 respectively. So if we start from the base B max and blow it up, requiring that the number of complex structure moduli is maximized at each step, we may expect to finally reach a base with the largest h 1,1 (B) that gives rise to the mirror fourfold of M max , with (h 1,1 , h 3,1 ) = (303148, 252) [40] . But it is quite time consuming to actually perform such a search, since one has to enter a region where typical bases have O(100, 000) rays and O(100, 000) complex structure moduli; we leave the resolution of this challenge to future work.
Systematic error of the estimated total number
As we have mentioned before, the number of bases at large h 1,1 (B) tends to be substantially underestimated by using the weight factor through (3.5). For example, the weight factor suggests that for the starting pointF 2 , the total number of bases with h 1,1 (B) > 20, 000 is something like 10 −4000 . Not only do we know that there is at least one base in this range, but there is actually a large multiplicity of such bases.
flop Figure 10 . An illustration of the flop process, which can happen when vi
We can get a rough estimate of the multiplicity of bases at the large Hodge numbers where there are good end points by considering flops. In general, for many of the bases we encounter we know that there exist a large number of flop operations on the base which transform it to another base with the same rays but a different cone structure. Such a flop appears when there are rays v i , v j , v k , v l satisfying the relation v i +v j = v k +v l , and there is a 2d cone v i v j , see Figure 10 . When there are many rays on a face of the convex hull of the polytope formed from the base fan, there are generally many possible flops. For example, the number of possible flop operations on an end point base with h 1,1 (B) = 10, 124 ranges from 3440 to 3980, and there are 7040 flops on an end point base with h 1,1 (B) = 20, 341. In general, we can empirically estimate that the number of flops on an end point base scales linearly as N f lop ≈ 0.3h 1,1 (B)-0.4h 1,1 (B). As discussed in [28] , a rough estimate for the number of distinct bases associated with a given base with n flops is 2 n . This implies that there are at least something like ∼ 2 3500 ≈ 10 1000 bases with h 1,1 (B) = 10, 124 and at least ∼ 2 7000 ≈ 10 2000 bases with h 1,1 (B) = 20, 341, just from the different combinations of flop operations on these bases. In the set of bases studied in [28] , flops were not the primary source of multiplicity for bases with common Hodge numbers. Indeed, for the good end point base values of h 1,1 (B) encountered here, there are generally many bases with different set of rays that cannot be identified with flops. Thus, the number of different end point bases with h 1,1 (B) 10, 000 should be significantly larger than 1.
The underestimation of the number of bases at large h 1,1 (B) has two potential origins that we are aware of:
(1) The branches with highest probability will have a weight factor that is lower than the actual average weight factor, leading to a systematic exponential underestimate of the number of bases for typical blow-up trajectories. As in the toy model described in Appendix A, this effect can also produce an exponential suppression e −ak on the weight factor.
(2) We are overcounting N in because for some of the bases B that are generated by blowing up the starting point a number of times some of the incoming edges are associated with contractions to bases that cannot be contracted to the starting point through a sequence of smooth bases. This overcounting issue may occur at most levels of the blow-up process, which is likely to lead to a roughly exponential underestimation e −bk on the weight factor D.
Because both of these effects can have an exponential suppression of the weight factor it is important to distinguish their relative significance. We believe that the factor (2) is the primary cause of the underestimation, but we cannot quantify it precisely yet since it is difficult to tell whether a base can be contracted to P 3 or not. This issue may be addressed by systematically understanding what fraction of incoming edges N in can lead to a contraction back to the starting point, or potentially by systematically understanding the set of starting point bases that are either smooth or admit certain kinds of singularities. We discuss the two possible issues related to undercounting in turn, first by arguing that (1) is not the principal source of underestimation error, and then by making some simple observations on the existence of additional starting points relevant to (2).
Weight factors and the lognormal distribution
Problem (1) is illustrated with a toy model of a homogeneous random graph in Appendix A, where the actual number of nodes for each layer k is constant, but the formula (3.5) will lead to an exponentially small number D ∝ e −ak for typical blow-up trajectories, and the proper average is only restored by sampling exponentially unlikely trajectories. In this simple model, the logarithm of D(k)/D(k − 1) is essentially a random variable sampled independently at each level, so the distribution of weight factors D at layer k obeys a lognormal distribution and the standard deviation σ of log 10 (D) scales as σ ∝ √ k, while the mean µ of log 10 (D) scales as k. In such a situation, we can compute the expectation value of the weight factor:
(4.13)
Typical trajectories will only see the first term, so there is a systematic underestimate of D of the form e −ak that can be corrected by including the σ 2 term in the exponent by hand as a correction factor. While this analysis is directly applicable for homogeneous graphs like the toy model in Appendix A, which have a structure that is identical at each level and homogeneous across the graph at each level, it is more subtle to use this kind of analysis for the graph of toric threefold bases sampled through successive blow-ups, which is different at each level and not homogeneous across trajectories that explore different parts of the graph. As a simple illustration of this distinction, we plot the distribution of the logarithm of the weight factors at h 1,1 (B) = 500 and 1,000 starting from P 3 in Figure 11 . We also fit the logarithm of weight factors x = log 10 (D) using a normal distribution with mean value µ and standard deviation σ. It turns out that for this data, the standard deviation grows faster than √ k, at least in some regime of values of k. Hence the actual distribution of D cannot be approximated by the simple lognormal distribution arising from a product of equally distributed factors, as it can for the random graph toy model in the Appendix A.
An important distinction in the toric threefold blow-up graph is that each random blowup sequence actually enters a separate region of the graph with different local statistics at a given level. This statement even holds for different branches that lead to the same end point. For example, we plot log 10 (d k ) = log 10 Nout(a k ) N in (a k+1 ) of three different branches that lead to end points with h 1,1 (B) = 2249 in Figure 12 . Since D(a k ) = k−1 i=1 d i , the weight factor D for the red branch at k > 1000 will be significantly smaller than the D for blue and green branches. Furthermore, the divergence between different branches, particularly those with different endpoints, leads to an extremely large standard deviation on D when compared across paths. This would lead to an unreasonably large correction factor e cσ 2 from the second term in the exponent of (4.13) if we naively assume a lognormal distribution.
Thus, it does not make sense to consider the full set of trajectories in the context of a lognormal distribution on D. Nonetheless, we may imagine that each trajectory follows a path where the local factor d k is chosen at each k from some distribution such that the final distribution on log(D) can be described as the summation of the distributions on log(d k ), which will again give a roughly lognormal form given the local distribution of d k factors in each region of the full graph traversed by a given trajectory. To estimate the effect in such a local model, we can compute the local variation or smoothness of the curve f (k) ≡ log 10 (d k ) for a single branch to roughly estimate the standard deviation responsible for the underestimation of type (1) along a particular trajectory. As described in Appendix A, we can compute the "local" standard deviation 
for each node a k in each layer k for three random blow up sequences, whose end points are bases with h 1,1 (B) = 2249.
for each node a k and take the the standard deviation σ in the compensation formula (4.13) to be
Here l can be an arbitrary positive integer with the condition l k. A slightly more sophisticated analysis could take account of correlations between successive values of f (k), but this would only serve to reduce the σ 2 -based correction factor.
As an example of this local analysis, for the blue curve in Figure 12 , if we take l = 4, then the final standard deviation for k = 2249 is σ = 0.683, which is extremely small, and is essentially a negligible correction to the weight factor given the large apparent undercounting error in the exponent. This can be compared, for example, with the toy model in Appendix A, where there is an underestimation factor of 10 −50 at k = 1000, and the standard deviation is σ = 21.7307. This analysis suggests that the unevenness of the weight factor due to local fluctuations in the structure of the graph in the vicinity of specific blow-up trajectories, i.e. explanation (1) above, is not the major cause of the exponentially small number N node ∝ e −ak .
Exotic smooth starting points
To investigate the question of whether some of the N in incoming edges at a typical node B may not lead down to a base that can be contracted to the starting point, a natural question that we can address is: what is the maximal number of blow downs we can perform with a random sequence starting at an end point base B before reaching a starting point that cannot be contracted through a blow down to another smooth base. It turns out that after a random sequence of blow downs on a typical good end point base, we almost always hit a base with h 1,1 (B) = 50-200 that cannot be contracted to another smooth base, even if we require that the original rays on the starting point are never removed. These "exotic starting points" have a complicated fan structure. Most of the rays in the fan have more than four neighbors, hence this base is clearly neither a P 1 bundle over B 2 or a B 2 bundle over P 1 . An exotic starting point base typically has a lot of toric curves where f and g vanish to order (4,6) or higher. We explicitly write down an example of an exotic starting point in Appendix B.
This observation suggests that there is a large number of such exotic starting points, however at this point we neither have a good estimation of their total numbers or their general structures. If we want to extensively survey the set of resolvable bases, then these starting points should be taken into account. Knowing the distribution of these exotic starting points would also potentially help in resolving the underestimation issue. One possible approach would be to allow for singular bases, as suggested by Mori theory. These exotic starting points could be blown down further by allowing the contraction of rays associated with divisors other than P 2 , giving singular starting points. However, if we only focus on identifying the set of good bases, then these other starting points may not be too important since a random blow up sequence from an exotic starting point may end on a similar class of end point bases to those encountered here, as we found in the previous subsection where the same end point values of h 1,1 (B) were encountered from quite different starting points.
Global structure of the set of good bases
One aspect of the set of toric threefold bases that we would like to understand better is the distribution and nature of the good bases without codimension-two (4, 6) curves among the much larger set of resolvable bases. In the Monte Carlo experiments we have done, from all the random blow up sequences we never found any other good bases between h 1,1 (B) = 20 and the end points. As discussed in the previous section, the good end point bases have some interesting features; in particular, they seem to lead to elliptic Calabi-Yau fourfolds with mirror duals that are often elliptic fibrations over simple bases. These are not, however, the only good bases among the toric threefolds. They are just the only ones we encounter in the one-way Monte Carlo since (4, 6) curves are so plentiful that they generally dominate the geometry of the base up to the final end point of the blow-up sequence. In this section we discuss another set of good bases that can be accessed using the results of our Monte Carlo computations.
Another way to construct a good base besides the end point ones is to start from some base in the middle of the blow-up sequence and from there only blow up the codimensiontwo (4,6) loci wherever they appear. In this process, many good bases with h 1,1 (B) different from the list in Table 2 can be generated. The non-Higgsable gauge group structure of this type of intermediate good base (which we denote by B int ) is similar to the end points, and the number of each gauge group factor SU(2), G 2 , F 4 and E 8 can be approximated by the formula (4.1). One qualitative difference between these intermediate good bases and the end point bases is that the generic elliptic fourfold X over a base B int typically has a larger h 3,1 (X), since we prefer blowing up codimension-two (4,6) loci, which does not reduce the number of Weierstrass monomials in f and g. For example, we can get an X with h 1,1 (X) = 7097 and h 3,1 (X) = 1452. For intermediate bases with larger h 3,1 (X) we may generally expect a wider range of factors in the gauge group since f is more likely to contain nontrivial monomials. Nevertheless, the intermediate base generally admits further blow ups, and continuing the blow-up process the whole sequence ends at a usual end point base, such as the one with h 1,1 (B) = 11341.
The dynamic weight factor D of such intermediate bases B int can be as large as ∼ 10 1,000 if we count N out and N in including all the possible blow up and blow downs along the sequence leading to B int . However, this does not mean that the actual number of these intermediate bases is necessarily so large, since we are tightly restricting the possible blow ups, and the actual probability to get into such branches is exponentially small for any given path (even smaller than the reciprocal of D, since the weight factor goes as N out /N in while the probability for a given path is 1/N out ). Hence a given intermediate base reached by a given path does not really compete with the end point bases in terms of total numbers. It is rather unclear, however, whether in the overall graph the intermediate good bases or the end point good bases dominate. There can be many ways in which the (4, 6) curves can be blown up from a given point to reach an intermediate good base, and the number of distinct topological types of intermediate good bases may be large compared to the end points. Further analysis is needed to determine how these fit into the full distribution. Note that in the analogous situation of base surfaces, most of the good toric base surfaces are not end points.
Another qualitative difference between the intermediate good bases and the end point bases is the sensitivity to a small perturbation. Suppose that we randomly blow down a base B int two times and then randomly blow it back up two times. Doing this computational experiment, we find that in general we get a base with the same h 1,1 (B) as B int , but with codimension-two (4, 6) loci. This indicates that the set of intermediate bases with a particular h 1,1 (B int ) is sensitive to a small perturbation. On the other hand, if we blow down an end point base B end two times and then randomly blow it up two times, we almost always return to the exact same base that we started at (of course in this random blow up process we only include the resolvable bases). Usually we get the exact same base even if we blow it down and then blow up ∼20 times. If we perform this process about 100-500 times, we generally get a base that is similar to B end , although transformed by a few flops, while the non-Higgsable cluster structure remains the same. If we do this process ∼ 1000 times, we get another good end point base with a different non-Higgsable cluster structure; for example one can simply check that the the number of connected non-Higgsable clusters are different. More surprisingly, some bases are even more robust; for example if we take an end point base with h 1,1 (B) = 2623, then even if we randomly blow it down 2400 times and then randomly blow up 2400 times, we still always get another end point base with the same set of rays as B but different cone structure! This other base actually shares the same set of toric rays as B end , hence the base is only different up to a number of flops. This clearly shows how robust these end point bases are, and this observation and the large number of flops mentioned earlier suggest that the good end points may actually dominate in the ensemble of good bases.
Conclusions and open questions
In this paper, following the earlier works [28, 29] , we have explored the "skeleton" of the landscape of 4D N = 1 F-theory vacua, which is a mathematically well-defined finite graph whose nodes are the toric threefolds that can act as bases of a Calabi-Yau fourfold, and whose edges are given by toric blow-up and blow-down transitions that take points and curves to divisors and vice versa. Understanding the structure of this graph represents a first step towards a global understanding of the N = 1 landscape; further steps would involve expanding the set of bases to include singular and/or non-toric bases, considering the variety of elliptic Calabi-Yau fourfolds over each base associated with Weierstrass tunings, and including further information beyond the algebraic geometry such as fluxes and T-brane information.
Even at the basic level of this "skeleton," however, the structure of this set of string compactifications is very rich. This work and the previous related works really have only begun to scratch the surface of the set of questions that may usefully be asked of the global structure of this space. In this paper we have used a new one-way Monte Carlo algorithm to investigate the global distribution of bases and the features of "good" bases that have no codimension-two (4, 6) curves.
One significant observation from the results of this paper and [29] is that when codimensiontwo (4, 6) curves are allowed in the base threefold, bases with such loci dramatically dominate the set of geometries. Naively, the corresponding F-theory models have massless strings associated with an infinite family of massless excitations; an important question for understanding the physics of 4D F-theory vacua is to characterize the physics associated with these singularities in the elliptic fibration and to determine the consequences of such curves for low-energy physics.
More generally, this work makes it clear that even the number of distinct geometries in F-theory compactifications is an exponentially large number, at least 10 3000 by the underestimate of this paper, when codimension-two (4, 6) curves are included, and likely much larger. While it has been appreciated for some years that the combinatorics of fluxes can generate such large numbers of solutions in string geometries [16] [17] [18] , the fact that the number of distinct geometries itself is already so large gives a new perspective on the string landscape. In particular, the tools of F-theory and the incredible power of holomorphic structure give us a way of systematically describing the connected space of all the toric threefold geometries, describing the nonperturbative physics of the landscape globally in a much more precise and controlled way than exists at present for sets of flux vacua on distinct Calabi-Yau geometries in other approaches to string compactification.
In this new Monte Carlo approach, beginning from various different starting points, we have achieved an approximation of the structure of the set of 3D toric bases without codimension-two (4,6) loci. Many of these bases are concentrated at discrete peaks in the range h 1,1 (B) = 1, 000-20, 000; see Figure 9 . The significance of these classes of bases can be verified from the fact that entirely different starting points lead to end points of the oneway Monte Carlo trajectories with the same set of h 1,1 (B). We have found some intriguing structure; in particular, the Hodge numbers of the elliptic Calabi-Yau fourfolds over these good end point bases are mirror to those of elliptic Calabi-Yau fourfolds over very simple complex base threefolds. Among other things, this suggests that just as minimal bases that cannot be blown down have simple structure (e.g. Mori theory), maximal bases that cannot be blown up may have some kind of mirror of this simple structure. More generally, it would be very interesting to further investigate the relations between the different bases within a single peak with the same h 1,1 (B) in more detail. These bases seem to vary generally have the same non-Higgsable gauge groups but not the same non-Higgsable clusters, and it is not clear whether they will give rise to isomorphic elliptic Calabi-Yau fourfolds or not. We will leave these questions to further research.
These good end point bases seem to have a fairly universal structure. The nonHiggsable gauge groups generally take the form
where G is another relatively small gauge group with a few factors such as SU(3) or SO (8) . The numbers of each of the primary factors in the gauge group can be approximated by the empirical formula (4.1). There is a significant peak h 1,1 (B) = 2999 with a single non-Higgsable SU(3) (and many non-Higgsable SU(2) factors), which suggests potential phenomenological interest. However, it is hard to tune a U(1) gauge group on this base due to the presence of many E 8 gauge groups. So it is challenging to realize any standard model-like field theory on it directly. Another interesting phenomenon is that non-Higgsable E 6 and E 7 gauge groups are clearly disfavored, at least among the end point good bases. If one starts from a baseF 12 with a non-Higgsable E 7 , one still does not get any non-Higgsable E 7 gauge groups at the end points.
Using a dynamical weighting factor in the one-way Monte Carlo program, an (under) estimate of the total number of good bases without any codimension-two (4,6) locus is on the order of 10 250 -10 270 . This number is significantly bigger than the previous estimation 10 48 in [28] . A lower limit of the total number of resolvable bases with codimension-two (4,6) loci that one can get from blowing up one weak Fano base is at order of 10 1,900 -10 3,000 for different starting point bases, which is significantly bigger than the lower bound 10 755 in [29] . These numbers are all likely dramatically underestimated for reasons that we attribute primarily to systematic errors from the abundance of starting points that we have not systematically classified but which feed into the graph in a way that suppresses the weight factor, leading to an underestimate of the total number of nodes in the graph.
In this paper, we also constructed two further special classes of bases. The first one is the class of intermediate good bases that can be generated by blowing up codimension-two (4,6) loci consecutively on a resolvable base. The generic elliptic Calabi-Yau fourfolds over these bases typically have a large h 3,1 on the order of 10 2 -10 3 . It is not clear whether the total number of bases in this class is much smaller than or greater than the total of end point bases, although the stability of the end point bases under perturbation and their large degeneracy under flops suggests that they may dominate. The second special class of bases we have discussed is the set of exotic starting points constructed by blowing down the end point bases randomly, which cannot be further blown down to another smooth base. These exotic starting points are generally resolvable bases with a large number of codimension-two (4,6) loci, but they are still a crucial component in understanding the full structure of the set of toric threefold bases in F-theory landscape, because of their status as starting points before the blow ups. It would be interesting to estimate their total number and study their structures, and/or to extend the set of nodes of interest by including singularities in the base.
Of course, it is also very important to clarify the physical consequences of not only codimension-two (4,6) loci, but also of codimension-three (4, 6) loci and terminal singularities. The resolution of a singular elliptic fourfold with a codimension-two (4,6) locus or codimension-three (4,6) locus involving an E 7 gauge group will lead to a non-flat fibration. There is a general statement that a tensionless string will arise in all these cases [38] from M5 branes wrapping the 4-cycles in the non-flat fiber. It will be very interesting if one can find an N = 1 SCFT description. On the other hand, there is no classification of general codimension-three (4,6) loci and terminal singularities in the elliptic Calabi-Yau fourfold yet. We leave the further study of when a codimension-three (4,6) locus leads to non-flat fibration or non-resolvable singularity to future work.
With such a huge data set of resolvable bases and good bases that can be accessed on this N = 1 "skeleton" graph using the techniques of this paper and more generally by traversing the graph using blow up and blow down transitions to move along the edges, and in particular with such a large number of bases available and only partial information so far about the global structure, it may be interesting to extract more physical information and patterns using machine learning methods. Such an approach has already been explored in [46] , and we hope to learn more about this data set using a variety of methods in future work.
Finally, a complete understanding of the set of threefold bases used in 4D F-theory compactification requires a classification of non-toric threefold bases. A first step is to try to blow up a generic toric base once on a non-toric curve or point. We will try to estimate the total number of such blow ups and obtain a lower bound on the number of non-toric bases in a future work. Of course, most of the bases we get from this process are only resolvable, and it is very interesting to ask whether and how these non-toric bases can converge to some non-toric end points similar to the toric case by continuing the blow-up process.
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A A toy model of one-way Monte Carlo with a lognormal distribution
To illustrate the effectiveness of the lognormal distribution in compensating for the difficulty in sampling the long tail in a random walk on a highly branched layered graph, we consider a simple example.
Consider a graph containing N nodes at each level k, where N is very large, with the following structure: Each node at level k has either one or two outgoing edges, each with probability 1/2. Each node at level k + 1 has either one or two incoming edges, again with probability 1/2. (To be precise, we can impose the condition that the outgoing and incoming branches are distributed randomly, but subject to the constraint that the total number of edges between level k and level k + 1 is precisely 3N/2.) The 3N/2 outgoing edges from level k are connected randomly to the incoming edges at level k + 1. Now assume that we initiate a random walk at an arbitrary initial node at level k = 0, with the weight factor D = N in all cases. This initiates the random walk with the condition that D = N as desired. Now, let us consider the possible changes that may occur to the dynamical weight factor when performing a one-way Monte Carlo on the graph, according to (3.1), when going from level k to level k + 1. We can have either N out = 1 or N out = 2 each with probability 1/2. And we have N in = 1 or N in = 2, but with probabilities 1/3 and 2/3 respectively. Thus, we can have the following changes in the dynamical weight factor:
D/2, probability = 1/3, D, probability = 1/2, 2D, probability = 1/6 . where x is a random variable taking the value −1 with probability 1/3, 0 with probability 1/2, and +1 with probability 1/6. We can easily compute
After K rounds of the Monte Carlo process therefore, we will have a distribution on log 2 (D(K)/D(0)) that will be peaked around Kx 0 = −K/6, with a standard deviation of √ Kσ. For example, for K = 100, a typical run will give a value like D(K) ∼ = 10 −5 N , even though the average over an exponentially large number of runs will eventually give D = N .
Given a finite sampling of runs of the one-way Monte Carlo algorithm on this graph (i.e. a number of runs that is small compared to e K ), the proper way to accurately estimate the total number of nodes at level K is to estimate the mean and standard deviation of the logarithm x as described above. We can then properly estimate the number of nodes at level K assuming the lognormal distribution as Because this method of computation is local in k and only depends on the region of the graph through which a single trajectory passes, it may be useful in a much broader range of circumstances, in particular for the one-way Monte Carlo algorithm of this paper where the connectivity of the graph depends on the level k and region in the overall graph being traversed. Nonetheless, this method can still be used in the more specialized case of the homogeneous toy model described above. For example, we can generate a random sequence of f (k) in the toy model, with k = 1-1, 000 and l = 4. A computation shows that the σ for the largest possible k = 1, 000, (A.7) gives σ = 19.9276, which is close to σ = 17 × 1000/36 = 21.7307 from the previous analytical computation.
B An example of an exotic starting point
Here we explicitly present the data of an exotic starting point B ex with h 1,1 (B ex ) = 59, which cannot be contracted to another smooth base. We list the toric rays in Table 4 and the 3D cones in Table 5 .
If we try to contract a P 2 divisor on B ex , for example the divisor corresponding to the ray v 61 , then the volume of the new 3D cone v 58 v 59 v 60 is 2. Hence the resulting base after the contraction is singular. This is a well known feature of the toric Mori program, see [45] for example.
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